
No late work will be graded. Arrive early to WASH to make sure you are able to turn 
your work in on time!
Your digital journal = a jump drive devoted to WASH work only. 
Make sure your DJ is digitally renamed with YOUR NAME.

INSIDE the Jump drive {DJ} ::: FIFTEEN folders
1. Cut it Out {thumbnails, phase one, final phase}
2. Value Mapping {magazine, process images, final phase}
3. Spheres
4. Hybrid
5. Abstract One Shot Video
6. Carving Series {all phases}
7. Style Journey
8. Slide Transfer
9. Inflatatopia Journey {elevator pitch, models & final project}
10. Contained Compositions {all phases}
11. StoryFLIP {all phases}
12. GIF {all phases}
13. Big IDEA
14. Contemporary Artist & Imagined Collaboration 
15.  Eye Candy/Inspiration

Inside EACH project folder {at LEAST ten images for each folder}
:: Work being built
:: Process images/ in various stages
:: All relevant research associated with each project/topic/concept/material
:: Final project shots
:: Detail shots
:: Various shots of each phase of project
{consider your photographic compositions, image quality & image’s FOCUS}

Your Contemporary Artist Folder & Imagined Collaboration folder will Contain:
:: Artist Presentation {final and draft}
:: ALL research, links, data and works cited information 
:: ALL images {in process & final} of your IMAGINED COLLABORATION
:: The start of your research paper OUTLINE & research paper
:: A variety of images of your artist’s work {variety}

Eye Candy/ Inspiration Folder will Contain:
:: ANY visual residue; links, other artists & sites
:: Ideas that you find inspiring...for any reason-this could be a great resource for future project ideas.
:: Ideas related to your artistic habits and/or your interests {art and NON art topics, anything you find 
interesting!!!} Consider what you think is inspiring & store all visual evidence of these artists, designers, 
materials, articles, links and what have you...in this folder.

shsuWASH.com   {all handouts + resources happen here}

Digital Journal Checkpoint #2 
Finals Week @ WASH 

MW crew 10am on 5/2; PM crew 5pm on 5/2; 
TR crew 10am on 5/3 

Make sure to digitally rename your jump drive using YOUR NAME. 


